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Abstract
Over the last several years, speech-based question answering (QA) has become very popular in contrast to pure search engine based
approaches on a desktop. Open-domain QA systems are now much more powerful and precise, and they can be used in speech
applications. Speech-based question answering systems often rely on predefined grammars for speech understanding. In order to
improve the coverage of such complex AI systems, we reused speech patterns used to generate textual entailment patterns. These can
make multimodal question understanding more robust. We exemplify this in the context of a domain-specific dialogue scenario. As a
result, written text input components (e.g., in a textual input field) can deal with more flexible input according to the derived textual
entailment patterns. A multimodal QA dialogue spanning over several domains of interest, i.e., personal address book entries,
questions about the music domain and politicians and other celebrities, demonstrates how the textual input mode can be used in a
multimodal dialogue shell.

1.

Introduction

Open-domain QA systems are now much more powerful
and precise, and they can be used in speech applications
(Sonntag 2010). In particular, expanding queries with
ontology-based additional terms for information retrieval
queries have produced good results in enhancing recall
while only minimally decreasing precision. From the
present-day perspective, the prominent query expansion
techniques are among the more simple techniques
(Fellbaum et al. 2008). To understand a greater number of
queries and provide more answers in a multimodal
speech-based dialogue system, more advanced
approaches basically have to deal with three challenges:
•

Robust question understanding (NLU) when
using both speech and written text input. Here, a
domain-specific, preferably unambiguous,
interpretation of the question must be found. For
our purposes we call this interpretation a
concept query.

•

Semantic (i.e., a RDF1 or OWL2 based) query
interpretation in terms of domain-specific
concepts from the model supported by the
backend systems that provide the answers.

•

The combination of robust question
understanding and ontology-based answer
retrieval so that we can speak of sophisticated
approaches to question answering where speech
and text input can be used to retrieve precise
facts from ontological knowledge bases.

Both QA processes (robust question understanding and
semantic query interpretation) may take background
knowledge into account, which is explicitly stated in
1

http://www.w3.org/RDF/

2

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/

neither the text-based inquiry nor the fact base, in order to
produce answers. In this text, we describe a semantic
middleware (dialogue shell, Figure 1) where the
aforementioned combination of robust question
understanding and knowledge-based answer retrieval can
be integrated into a common, unique QA architecture. We
will focus on the robust question understanding task, i.e.,
the interpretation of textual questions that are derived
from automatic speech recognition (ASR) grammars
while using a speech-based multimodal dialogue shell and
QA system.

2.

Dialogue Shell

The dialogue shell has a three-tier architecture: an
application layer where different inputs and outputs are
combined to a multimodal user interface; a query
model/semantic search layer which comprises of the
query understanding step and the formulation of a concept
query (see, e.g., Geurts et al. 2003); and the dynamic
knowledge base layer which hosts the instance ontologies
for the data lookup (we use YAGO as our knowledge base,
see Suchanek et al., 2007). Technically, the generic
dialogue framework follows a programming model which
eases the interface to external third-party components
(e.g., the automatic speech recogniser, natural language
understanding (NLU), or synthesis component). In the
context of semantic search, however, the ontology-based
platform (ODP, see www.semvox.de) uses ontology
concepts in a model-based design. This means that all
internal and external module messages are based on
ontology structures. The dialogue system contains an
ontology-based rule engine for processing dialogue
grammars and an external service connector (the formal
query (NLU result) is analysed and mapped to one or
more services that can answer (parts of) the query), cf.
semantic query interpretation.
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plug-in (Figure 2, also see Sonntag et al. 2009).
Robust query
understanding

Figure 1. Dialogue Shell Architecture
This step typically involves several sub-steps, including
the decomposition of the query into smaller parts. The
query is sent to several backend services (in our case, a
semantic mediator provides the access to the YAGO
database). Results (using the respective backend’s
knowledge representation) are mapped onto the custom
knowledge representation (Allemang und Hendler 2008)
used in the dialogue shell and in the NLU component (we
use typed feature structures). Our idea is that this NLU
grammar for speech input can be reused to build more
robust multimodal text-based question understanding by
automatically generating textual entailment patterns.

3.

Figure 2:
Figure
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However, the actual automatic speech recognition system
encapsulates the interpretation of raw text transcriptions
(also known as speech hypotheses) of the audio speech
input, making its reusability difficult for written text. In
order to avoid the dependency of the dialogue system on
proprietary subcomponents of the employed speech
recognisers (we use NUANCE as a connected third-party
component), a standalone natural language understanding
(NLU) component has been considered to semantically
interpret textual input. Since both the ASR and the
language understanding components use a grammar that
specifies the words and sequences of words in order to
define the input language that they can accept, it is to be
assumed that these grammars have much in common.
Hence, given the existence of a speech grammar, the
development of the text grammar should leverage the
available grammar structures to a large extent and not
duplicate them. A tool of grammar conversion between
these two predefined annotations has been made available
for this purpose. This tool accounts not only for the
utterances being expected but also for their semantic
interpretation as defined in the original speech grammar.

Robust Multimodal Question
Understanding

Multimodal interfaces cover a large spectrum of input
modalities from the user: speech, written text, gestures,
body language, eye or lip movements, etc. While their
integration and synchronisation is a major goal in
developing intelligent user interfaces, the input modalities
are usually interpreted according to separate models and
aligned to a shared model. Though practical enough to
generate acceptable results, this method often uses a
shared model that is more general than the individual
models taken apart. It also becomes more course-grained
as the number of modalities increases.
To improve this methodology, we consider the two input
modalities at this stage, namely speech and written text,
and present a method of interpretation based on a common
model built on the grammar for speech inputs. This
method is advantageous because changes in the model are
automatically propagated to the modalities supporting it.
As a result, integration of different modes of interaction
becomes therefore more smooth. This, in turn, means that
written text input components (e.g., in a textual input field)
can deal with more flexible input according to derived
textual entailment patterns.
The ODP grammar framework provides one location to
specify the speech grammar and to map the question
interpretation onto ODP-specific ontology concepts. This
makes the grammar very powerful, but also difficult to
develop and maintain. In order to support the dialogue
engineer of the system in developing such a mixed
grammar, a proactive editing environment for the ASR
and NLU grammar has been developed as an Eclipse
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grammar

Semantic
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Figure 3. Leveraging Existing Speech Grammar
Knowledge
The first traditional approach (Figure 3, left), robust
question understanding (NLU) of written text, uses a
domain-specific analyser built upon context free speech
grammars that have rules associated with semantic
attachments representing the intended meaning of an
utterance. Though very widely used, this method requires
additional handwritten grammars that can be expensive
and can only be created slowly since they have to be more
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comprehensive than speech grammars. In addition, due to
the very nature of human language, such traditional
grammars invariably fail to achieve full coverage of
unseen data.
Where is PERSON_NAME born?
What is the birthplace of PERSON_NAME?
Where is PERSON_NAME original from?
What is PERSON_NAME’s nationality?
What nationality is PERSON_NAME?
Which nation does PERSON_NAME belong to?
What is the citizenship status of PERSON_NAME?
What is PERSON_NAME’s profession?
Which profession has PERSON_NAME?
What is PERSON_NAME’s job?
What is PERSON_NAME doing for a living?

The following fabricated example describes how the
alignment component works:
Question:
Pattern:

What is the birthplace of Angela Merkel?
Where is Angela Merckel born?

To begin with, full alignments for every source word are
generated that are the target of a filtering process as
described below. Every alignment has a Boolean value of
true if already aligned and a weight associated with it:

what:
{[where, is, Angela, Merckel, born]}
is:
{[ where, is, Angela, Merckel, born]}
the:
{[ where, is, Angela, Merckel, born]}
birthplace:{[ where, is, Angela, Merckel, born]}
of:
{[ where, is, Angela, Merckel, born]}
Angela: {[ where, is, Angela, Merckel, born]}
Merkel: {[ where, is, Angela, Merckel, born]}

false
false
false
false
false
false
false

Figure 4. Entailment patterns and possible hypothesis
By acknowledging the impossibility of stating all the
surface forms by which a concept can be expressed a
priori, the second approach (Figure 3, right) overcomes
some of the issues raised by the first one by avoiding the
manual development of rules for any new written query
that has to be accounted for. It uses textual entailment in
order to associate syntactically different utterances
conveying the same meaning. This method verifies the
entailed semantics between any new utterance and a set of
domain patterns already having a semantic interpretation.
The speech grammar is the starting point for the
generation of an initial set of entailment patterns, i.e.,
patterns that cover the available knowledge for the given
special domain. The patterns are automatically generated
sentences from the language covered by the speech
grammar (Figure 4).
The process of verifying whether a question posed by the
user is entailed in one of the available patterns is based on
a simple method of association-based word alignment.
Association-based word alignment generally undergoes
three steps:

We first use the POS filter in order to exclude unlikely
alignments based on the part-of-speech tags of the words
being considered. Beside one-to-one alignment of words
with similar POS tags we allow for the following
additional mappings

lexical segmentation, when boundaries of lexical
items are identified;
correspondence, when possible similarities are
suggested in line with some correspondence
measures;
alignment, when the most likely semantically
similar word is chosen.

Next, the lexical semantic resources based filter looks up
words in a thesaurus and matches them against those in
the actual alignment. This filter is responsible for aligning
synonyms (WordNet) and conceptually related words
(Roget Thesaurus):

•
•
•

•

noun to adjective (i.e., birthplace vs. original)

•

verb to noun (i.e., born vs. birthplace)

in order to account for conceptually related words:

what:
{[where]} true
is:
{[is, born]} false
the:
{[]} false
birthplace:{[is, born]} false
of:
{[]} false
Angela: {[Angela, Merckel]}
Merkel: {[Angela, Merckel]}

what:
{[where]} true
is:
{[is]} true
the:
{[]} false
birthplace:{[born]} true
of:
{[]} false
Angela: {[Angela, Merckel]}
Merkel: {[Angela, Merckel]}

In a first step, we tokenize the question and its translations
into a list of words. Next, we employ several alignment
techniques based on string similarity measures, lexical
semantic resources, and part-of-speech (POS) tags. They
all act like filters on a full alignment, where each source
word is associated with all target words. The following
filters have been considered in the development:
•
•

•

Part-of-speech (based on TnT - Brants, 2000)
Lexical semantic resources (WordNet - Miller, G.
A. et al., 1993; Roget Thesaurus)
String similarity for direct alignments and
misspellings
o Dice coefficient
o Lowest common subsequence ratio
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false
false

false
false

Finally, the alignment methods based on string similarity
measures are used to best discover direct alignments and
misspellings (e.g., “Merkel” vs. “Merckel”):

(7) U: “Show me other news.”
(8) S: Opens a browser + Text field and a new agency
Internet page (featuring Angela Merkel)

what:
{[where]} true
is:
{[is]} true
the:
{[]} false
birthplace:{[born]} true
of:
{[]} false
Angela: {[Angela]} true
Merkel: {[Merckel]} true

(9) U writes: “Where was Angela Merkel born? / In
which town was Angela Merkel born?” etc.
(10) S: “She was born in Hamburg.”
(11) U speaks again: “And Barack Obama?”
(12) S: “He was born in Honolulu.”
(13) U: “Show me Angela Merkel’s career.”

For the case of a full alignment between the question and
a pattern, we can consider both utterances semantic
similar or entailed, though this is rather an exception as
the majority of alignments are partial. In order to
distinguish between several possible partial alignments
and also keep the assumption of entailment, we have
developed a system of weights so that alignments of
semantics-bearing words (i.e., nouns, verbs and adjectives)
are better scored than function words. This way we avoid
the situation of considering two utterances entailed based
only on a large overlap of words with little lexical
meaning.

4.

Multimodal QA Dialogue

Our resulting multimodal QA dialogue spans over several
domains of interest, i.e., personal address book entries,
questions about the music domain, and politicians or other
celebrities. Questions about personal address book entries
and questions about the music domain are answered with
the help of a direct lexico-semantic mapping to
ontology-based knowledge sources according to the
specified speech grammar. However, the questions about
politicians and celebrities can be answered with the help
of the textual entailment patterns when text input is used.
The following dialogue illustrates how we combine the
different question processing possibilities into a coherent
dialogue.

(1) U: “Open my personal address book. What do you

5.

Conclusion

We described a multimodal dialogue shell for QA and
focussed on the robust multimodal question
understanding task. In order to avoid the dependency of
the dialogue system on proprietary subcomponents of the
employed speech recognisers, a standalone natural
language understanding (NLU) component has been
developed to semantically interpret textual input. The
textual interpretation is based on automatically generated
textual entailment patterns. As a result, we can deal with
written text input and different surface forms more
flexibly according to the derived entailment patterns. The
multimodal QA dialogue demonstrated how the textual
input mode can be used in the multimodal dialogue shell.
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